() The coherence properties of two downconversion processes continuously coupled via idler beams are analyzed. We find that the amount of which-way information about a signal photon carried by idler beams periodically attains its maximum and minimum in the course of evolution. In correspondence with the famous experiments by Mandel's group on the induced coherence without induced emission the coherence of signal beams is governed by that information. The ideal which-way measurement is constructed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In famous experiments by Mandel's group [1] it has been shown that the coherence of signal photons originating in two downconversion processes can be induced by making them indistinguishable. This has been accomplished by aligning the idler beam of the first process with the idler beam of the other, preventing the possibility to tell the signal photons originating in different crystals from each other based on the observation performed on the idler beams. Aligning the idler beams in this experiment in fact amounts to introducing a discrete (temporally localized) coupling of the two processes -the output of the first one being the input of the other. However, a discrete coupling is not the only possibility here. It is well known that many interesting dynamical and quantum-statistical phenomena arise as well from the continuous coupling of two or more optical processes [2] . A natural question arises whether also the interplay between quantum indistinguishability and coherence is reflected in the dynamics of two downconvertors experiencing continuous rather than discrete coupling. Such scheme would be a generalization of the original experimental setup of Zou, Wang and Mandel which might exhibit richer phenomena. For example, one could imagine that the which-way information carried by the output idler beams of continuously coupled downconvertors could somehow depend on the length of the interaction region.
The analysis will be done in two steps. First, the coherence properties of two continuously coupled downconversion processes will be discussed for a particular choice of the relevant parameters. Then the setup will be replaced by a simpler device having the same input-output transformation, which is more convenient for a general analysis in terms of which-way information.
II. INDUCED COHERENCE WITHOUT INDUCED EMISSION
The setup of the thought experiment which will be discussed in the following is shown in Fig. 1 . Two spontaneous downconvertors fed by strong coherent sources generate four downconverted modes, hereafter denoted s 1 , i 1 , s 2 , i 2 ; s and i stands for "signal" and "idler", respectively. Rather than cascading the downconvertors and aligning the idler beams as was proposed and realized by Wang, Zou and Mandel [1] we let the idler beams interact continuously. The conceptually simplest interaction between two modes is a linear energy exchange, which can be easily realized e.g. by means of evanescent waves [3] . At the output, the signal beams are superimposed at a beamsplitter BS and than detected by detector D. The resulting interference pattern is scanned by varying the signal path difference.
The experimental setup in Fig. 1 (without beamsplitter BS) can be thought of as a single device described by the effective Hamiltonian [strmom]
HereÂ k is the annihilation operator of mode k, Γ 1 and Γ 2 are the effective strengths of the corresponding downconversion processes [4] and κ is the strength of the linear interaction acting between modes i 1 and i 2 . The temporal evolution of field operators is governed by the Heisenberg equations of motion [strequat]
where z = ct is conveniently scaled time; we put the group velocity of light inside the medium equal to unity in the following, c = 1. The device can operate in two very different regimes: [rezimy]
Above the threshold the intensity of downconverted light grows exponentially increase with increasing interaction length z, whereas below the threshold all modes exhibit oscillations. We will mainly be interested in the coherence of the signal beams. Mutual (normalized) coherence of signal beams is defined through the relation [coherence]
In principle there are two ways how the signal beams originating in two spontaneous downconvertors can become coherent. Either the coherence can be induced by the emission of signal photons stimulated by idler photons traversing from one medium to the other one, or, as was shown in [1] it can originate in the principal indistinguishability of signal photons. In experiments of Zou, Wang and Mandel the former (classical) cause of coherence was eliminated simply by keeping the low rate of generation of downconverted photon pairs. This can be easily imitated with our setup in Fig. 1 . We have already mentioned that below threshold the intensities of all the four downconverted modes oscillate. It can be shown that the amplitude of the oscillations decreases with increasing strength κ of the linear interaction [5] . This is caused by the effective phase mismatch introduced by the continuos interaction (see also the discussion in section IV. We note that such an inhibition of downconversion process by coupling it to another mode or process can alternatively be interpreted as the quantum Zeno effect [6, 7] , the linear coupling being a sort of continuous measurement [8, 5] . Hence for sufficiently strong coupling strenght κ, the intensities of all the involved modes keep low, and spontaneous emission dominates in the course of evolution. A typical behavior of the mutual coherence function (4) well below threshold is shown in Fig. 2 (solid line). A characteristic resonant feature can be seen in Fig. 2 repeating regularly. The coherence of the signal modes periodically attains its maximum allowed values ±1 and hence the signal modes become fully coherent every now and then. We remind the reader that this coherence is not induced by a stimulated emission because the rate of the emissions stimulated by the exchanged idler photons remains very small compared to the rate of spontaneous emissions. This is due to the small mean number of photons present in the system (see Fig. 2 , dotted line). Analogously to Zou, Wang and Mandel [1] we claim that for the corresponding interaction lengths the state of the output light is such that no matter what measurement is performed on the output idler modes, no information about the mode in which the signal photon has left the coupler is gained; the probability of having more than one output signal photon being very small. Similarly it is tempting to state that roots of γ imply the presence of a perfect which-way information about the signal photon in the idler modes for these interaction lengths. This would correspond to preventing the first idler beam from reaching the second crystal in the experiments by Mandel's group [1].
III. SUBSTITUTING SCHEME
Although it is possible to obtain analytical solutions of the system (2), they are awkward and not suitable for physical discussion. We will adopt a different strategy. With the assumption that the parameters Γ 1 , Γ 2 and κ are real (without loss of generality), the Hamiltonian (1) can be written as a linear combination
of Hermitian generators [gen123]
These, together with other three Hermitian generators, [gen456]
comprise the closed six dimensional algebra [alg]
The real structure coefficients C k ij need not to be specified here; note only that [
Closeness of algebra (8) guarantees the possibility to decompose the evolution operator of the system as follows [decomp]
Physically, this corresponds to replacing the discussed experimental setup with a sequence of simpler devices like downconvertors (X 1 ,X 2 ,X 4 ,X 5 ), and beamsplitters (X 3 ,X 6 ) generating the same output fields [9] . To original devices (1) of different interaction lengths L there correspond substituting schemes (9), of different coupling parameters G i (L). The reasons for doing this substitution are twofold. First, for given values of parameters G i the input-output transformation provided by the substituting scheme is relatively simple, thus suitable for physical discussion. Moreover, well below threshold, where all the output intensities are low, the coupling parameters G i of the corresponding substituting scheme will become small. Then one can solve for the inputoutput transformation to only a low order in G i resulting in further simplifications. In this way the long-time dynamics of the original device ( Fig. 1) is mapped into the short-time dynamics of the substituting scheme.
Since we are interested in spontaneous process, where all the modes of the original device start from vacuum, the presence of beamsplittersX 3 andX 6 in the substituting scheme is irrelevant [their exponential operators act on vacuum]. This is why the particular ordering in (9) has been chosen. The remaining four downconvertors, see Fig. 3 , constitute the sought substituting scheme, which for input vacuum states is equivalent to the original setup (Fig. 1) . In the following, it will be used to explain the induced coherence observed in Fig. 2 .
In order to keep algebra simple we will assume that at most one downconverted pair of photons is present in the substituting scheme. This would be a good approximation under usual experimental conditions if the setup in Fig. 3 alone was considered. Here, however, this scheme serves just for simulating the original continuously coupled downconvertors. Although it seems reasonable that for the chosen ordering in the decomposition (9), low input intensities (see Fig. 2 ) imply small nonlinearities of the substituting elements, we have no general proof for this assertion. We will take this for granted and check later when needed.
The evolution operator of the first pair of downconvertors in Fig. 3 to the first order in the nonlinear coupling strength reads [prvni-dvojice]
Similarly, the evolution of the second pair of downconvertors is governed by the operator [druhadvojice]
The input vacuum state develops into the output state conditioned by the presence of one idler photon, [stav]
Only
(4), given by the transition probability amplitude between the states [annih]
It is convenient to define two column vectors whose components are proportional to the nonlinear coupling parameters of the four downconvertors,
In terms of vectors u and v, the normalized mutual coherence of signal beams reads [gamma]
The calculation of the mutual coherence of signal beams of the original setup thus has been reduced to considering mutual geometry of the vectors u and v. If the parameters of the substituting scheme are such that the vectors are orthogonal, the mutual coherence γ vanishes and the signal beams do not interfere. In the opposite extreme case when the vectors u and v are almost collinear, the mutual coherence attains its maximum magnitude and the signal beams become first-order coherent. An example of the latter situation is the experiment of Zou et al.
[1], which is a special case of the setup in Fig. 3 with
In the following we will show that the mutual coherence of signal beams strongly depends on the amount of which-way information about them that is carried by the idler beams. Before any measurement on the system is attempted, the only which-way information about the signal photon that is available arises from different intensities of signal beams. This information will be called a prior which-way information. Provided the idler beams carry information about the signal photon, the prior which-way information can be updated by performing a suitable measurement on them.
First let us discuss the incoherent case. When the vectors u and v are orthogonal, the output state |Ψ can be rewritten as follows,
where the states |ϕ 1 and |ϕ 2 of the idler beams,
are orthogonal. This means that there is a measurement on the idler beams yielding a perfect whichway information about the signal photon, for instance the one having the spectral decomposition
If the outcome corresponding to |ϕ 1 is detected the signal photon is projected to mode s 2 . If, on the other hand, |ϕ 2 is detected, the signal photon is projected to mode s 1 . Perfect knowledge of the signal photon's path precludes the interference. Provided the parameters of the substituting scheme are such that the vectors u and v are not completely orthogonal, the decomposition (16) with orthogonal states of the idler beams is not possible; the knowledge of the signal photon's path is then only partial. Nevertheless, one can still think of the measuring apparatus (17) as of the ideal which-way apparatus -ideal in the sense that it gives perfect which-way knowledge in the limit u · v → 0. Eigenvectors ofŜ can be used to decompose the output state |Ψ in the spirit of (17),
Now, the gained amount of information about the signal photon will depend on the outcome of the measurement ofŜ. If the result |ϕ 1 is detected, the signal photon will be localized in the mode s 2 with certainty, and therefore it will not contribute to the interference pattern. If, however, we end up with the result |ϕ 2 , the state of the signal photon will become a coherent superposition of states "photon being in mode s 1 " and "photon being in mode s 2 ", and |γ| attains the maximum value of one. Since both the outcomes occur in random, the mutual coherence |γ| becomes a weighted sum of zero and one. As the angle between the vectors u and v gets smaller, the probability of the former unambiguous case to happen gets smaller, too. When the vectors become collinear, the state of the signal field after the measurement will be the pure superposition
and the mutual coherence will be maximum, in agreement with Eq. (15). Because the diagonal elements of the state (20) in {|10 s , |01 s } basis are the same as those of the pre-measurement state (12), the posterior which-way information equals the prior which-way information and no additional which-way information is gained by the measurement. It is interesting to look closely at the measurementŜ and its relation to the optimum which-way measurement in the experiment of Zou, Wand and Mandel, which is a counting of idler photons in modes i 1 and i 2 . Eigenvectors ofŜ (17) can be parameterized by an angle φ,
Hence the measurementŜ can be rewritten in terms of the z-component of the Stokes operator acting on the two-mode idler field,Ŝ z = |01 01| − |10 10|,
Notice that on the subspace of the Hilbert space of the idler modes with the total number of idler photons n i1 + n i2 = 1 the operatorŜ z is just the measurement of the difference of the numbers of photons in modes i 2 and i 1 ,Ŝ z =n i2 −n i1 . This is the ideal which-way measurement in the experiments of Zou, Wang and Mandel. Here the situations is similar. The ideal which-way detection differs from it only by a rotation given by the coupling parameters of the substituting scheme. Last step will consist in showing that well below the threshold, the nonlinear coupling strengths of the four downconvertors comprising the substituting scheme of the original device are indeed weak (G i 1), for all interaction lengths L. This is necessary for demonstrating that the above discussion of signal coherence in terms of distinguishability and indistinguishability of signal photons also apply to the case of continuously coupled downconvertors.
The parameters of the substituting scheme can be found by differentiating both sides of Eq. (9) and rearranging the right hand side. In this way one obtains the following system of nonlinear differential equations for the sought parameters,
where we have introduced the following column vectors (( ) T means the transposition) 
where C j = cosh[G j (z)] and S j = sinh[G j (z)], j = 1, 2, 4, 5. The initial conditions are G(0) = 0. The result of a numerical integration is displayed in Fig. 4a for the same coupling parameters of the original device as in Fig. 2 . All the parameters G i are indeed small. Since the probability of having more than one photon pair in the substituting scheme scales as i G 4 i , the approximations (10) and (11) are fully justified in this case. One can also check in Fig. 4b that zeros/maxima of the signal mutual coherence in Fig. 2 coincide with the interaction lengths for which the vectors u and v become orthogonal/parallel, in agreement with Eq. (15). This proves our claim that also in the case of continuously coupled downconvertors the coherence of signal beams is governed by the principal indistinguishability of signal photons. Our device can thus be regarded as an interesting generalization of the experimental setup of Zou, Wang and Mandel since the distinguishability of signal photons can be controlled by the length of the device itself rather than by using auxiliary optical elements.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have found that idler beams of two continuously coupled downconvertors become periodically strongly correlated with signals in the course of evolution. This is reflected in the entangled nature of the signal-idler field (16) and resembles the interaction of a quantum system (signal modes) with a quantum meter (idler modes). It is tempting to say that the signal field undergoes a repeated, sharp von Neumann type observation by the idler modes. One essential part of a measurement -the readout of the idler modes by a classical apparatus -is however missing here. The signal field is not projected but continues the unitary evolution. Nevertheless, the entanglement of signal and idler fields which is responsible for destroying the signal coherence is enough to disturb the phase relations between interacting modes and slow down the downconversion process [7] . As the coupling of idler modes becomes stronger the frequency of "observations" of the signal field by the idler one increases. In the limit of very large κ the two downconversion processes become completely frozen and no photon pairs are being created anymore. This effect, usually called the quantum Zeno effect [6] , provides an alternative explanation of why two strongly coupled downcorvertors operate below threshold. Similar situation in another experimental setup has been analyzed in [5] . This effect has been interpreted as the quantum Zeno effect caused by a continuous observation of one mode of light by another one. It is well known that frequently repeated measurements and continuous observation (or interactions) can hinder evolution of a quantum system in a similar way [10] . Some quantitative statements relating the frequency of discrete measurements to the strength of continuous interactions having the same effect can even be found in the literature [11] . The experimental arrangement discussed in this paper is an interesting example of a system where such discrete disturbances naturally arise from a continuous interaction between its constituent parts. . 2) ; the parameters κ, Γ1 and Γ2 of the original device are the same as in Fig. 2 .
